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TAB-ROUTED ARRAY PANELIZATION

Improve Assembly Turnaround For Tab-Routed Array Panelization

These guidelines give the assembly team a standardized, no-nonsense method to produce a reliable panelization solution.

By eliminating panelization guesswork, you ensure successful assembly even for complex projects.

When to Choose Route and Retain Panelization

One of the principal decisions made during panelization is whether break-routing or scoring (v-cut) will be used to separate

the individual circuits from the array. Power Design Services has the equipment needed to accommodate the needs of

clients who choose either method. The following guidelines help ensure projects get completed on-time and in accordance

with our high standards of quality.

Routed panels are ideal for PCB board arrays featuring irregular shapes. Under such conditions, the v-cut process can’t be

trusted to produce reliable results. However, it is even more important to adhere to proper panelization guidelines for

irregular boards.

Guidelines for Route and Retain PCB Array Rigidity

PCB designers need to keep a few important physical considerations in mind for route and retain panelization projects. For

one, panel arrays that crowd too many PCBs into a large array have a tendency to bend or sag when held horizontally. This

can create numerous assembly problems, but is easily remedied by remembering to put a priority on panel stability.

One of the simplest ways to ensure a stable board is to avoid cramming too many PCBs onto a single array. We specify a

maximum array size of 8 inches x 10 inches, which is usually su៝�cient to avoid mechanical accidents and damage when

each PCB tab occupies 2 linear inches of board length.
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We specify a 0.5-inch tooling rail for these types of projects. While you could theoretically �t more PCBs in the same space by

reducing the size of the rail, array stability su៛�ers as a result. Assuming a cutter width of 0.079-inches cutting twice from the

clearance material, 0.158 inches of material can be discounted from the panel strength equation.

We also specify a 0.1-inch board spacing for route and retain arrays for the same reason. Ultimately, the need for a stable

board that responds favorably to handling and assembly is far more valuable than being able to �t more tabs on an array.

It might seem like a lot of extra material, but the board will lose strength with every tab that’s broken out during assembly.

Knowing that break-out tabs need to be placed on both the X and Y axis of the board, it’s easy to see how an array can

become increasingly weak as it goes through the assembly process.

This, along with the need for tooling rails to contain �ducials and tooling holes, is why we ask our clients to respect our 0.5-

inch tooling rail guideline.

Drilling and Etching Guidelines for Route and Retain Arrays

We specify non-plated tooling holes of 0.125 inches in diameter for both break-route and v-cut arrays. By using non-plated

tooling holes, we ensure that the mounting location of the board does not a៛�ect the functioning of its electrical components

— non-plated holes are isolated.

Individual tabs should have four additional holes located outside the fabrication line of the PCB as well. These holes need to

be centered within the tab and have a diameter of 0.02 inches. Centering ensures the most reliable break, even though it

can leave side board protrusions. Be sure not to place breakaway tabs under overhanging components, if any exist.

When considering placement for tab perforations, it’s important to keep all of the perforations along a single break axis and

extending that break axis to the very edge of the array. Otherwise, the process of applying upward pressure to the break

axis will also apply a perpendicular force to the adjacent, non-collinear perforations — possibly damaging the board or

entire array in the process.

When it comes to �ducials, Power Design Services speci�es 0.031-inch etchings with a 0.250-inch pad clearance. Edges of

�ducial marks need this clearance, because marks placed too close to the array edge may get obscured by the conveyor top

clamps used by processing machines that use camera systems for �ducial alignment. And of course, don’t forget that

individual boards within the array also need �ducial marks.

Route and Retain Array Reference Summary

With this information, we can describe Power Design Service’s reference guidelines as following:

Maximum array size of 8 x 10 inches

0.5-inch tooling rail border

0.31-inch �ducials placed .250 away from the array edge

0.1-inch spacing between boards

One 0.1-inch tab for every two linear inches of board length

Four 0.02-inch perforations centered in each tab.

0.125-inch non-plated tooling holes

Speak to one of our PCB panelization and manufacturing experts at 408-437-1931 about your PCB panel assembly project

today!

http://www.powerdesignservices.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/quote-worksheet.pdf
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